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If the two local sports talk radio stations were sports teams, 680/The Fan would be like the surging Atlanta 

Braves while rival 790/The Zone is akin to the more uncertain Atlanta Falcons.

For the past two years, the Fan’s ratings have been consistently better than the Zone’s. In June, the Fan drew 

302,500 unique listeners a week to the Zone’s 94.900, according to Arbitron. The addition of the Braves this year 

has only widened the gap. And while other radio stations were cutting back during the recession, Fan 

management hired more local talent – from the Zone.

Which sports talk station do you prefer?

The Zone has had a rougher time. Its June ratings were its worst in years. It’s about to lose the Atlanta Hawks to 99X. And to instill new talent, the 

station is holding an open call for on-air hosts ages 21 to 29.

“We need to be younger, hipper, fresher, cooler,” said Zone Program Director Matt Edgar. “This is not a cheap promotion. This is legitimate. We are 

looking for raw talent we can groom who speak to a different audience. We want bravado and cojones.”

AM radio is not a place younger people tend to go. And on paper, neither station’s ratings look stellar.

But both have survived because they attract the loyal, beer-guzzling sports nut few FM stations chase. Talk stations can run more ads than music 

stations and pile on sponsored segments galore. (e.g. The Zone’s State Farm sports desk! The Braves Wrap Up Show at Dave and Buster’s!)

Back in the mid-2000s, brash Zone executives used to brag about annual revenues of $12 million, far more than the Fan, despite a major signal 

disadvantage. It nurtured the urban-flavored 2 Live Stews into a syndicated success. Though general manager Neal Maziar said ad rates are 

recovering at a double-digit pacing, it’s nowhere near its heyday.

Zone president Andrew Saltzman acknowledged that Big League Broadcasting, which owns the Zone, diverted resources from Atlanta after it 

purchased three St. Louis stations in 2004. That investment cost the company millions. It’s now unloading those stations at a major loss.

“There’s better focus and better concentration,” Maziar said. “We are now getting Andrew 100% of the time, Steak [Shapiro] 100% of the time.”

Fan President David Dickey said his station, while less flashy, has been able to win with a consistent product. Christopher Rude, a 96rock vet, 

has given the mornings an established voice the past seven years. (”He’s kicking the crap out of  those guys,” Dickey said, referencing “Mayhem in 

the AM” on the Zone.) And afternoon team Buck & Kincade celebrates ten years in September.

John Kincade doesn’t buy the argument that the St. Louis purchases hurt the Zone.

“They’ve got some really talented people behind the mikes,” Kincade said.  “Mike Bell is a freak show of a funny guy. I believe it’s the Atlanta 

listening public. I think we resemble them more than they do. The average guy in his 40s with wife and kids and a mortgage isn’t talking about late 

night parties at the Palm or strip clubs. Buck and I may be called boring and straight-laced, but we are like our listeners.”

“We’re more fun,” Bell countered, referencing his show with relative newbie David Pollack. “We’re an easier listen.  We’re the guys they want to 

have a beer with. We’re very competitive with Buck [Belue] and John. I think their show is very stale. It sounds like two old women who don’t get 

along anymore. We’re getting better and better every day.”
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Management was a bit less combative. Maziar even gave kudos to 680. “They have to be proud of what they’ve done.” And he said the Zone has 

shown consistency as well, with the core lineup the same the past couple of years. “There’s plenty of room for two sports stations,” he said.  “It’s a 

good healthy competition. We have respect for each other.”

Mike Rose, who worked at WSGT and the Dickey’s 1340 AM station before entering mortgage banking a few years back, said the Zone has tried to 

be too many things to too many people while the Fan has held its own, as Dickey himself said.

Cartersville delivery driver Doug Gravely, 34, said he used to listen more to the Zone but tired of the bluster of hosts Steak Shapiro and Mike Bell. 

He followed former Zone voices Chuck Oliver and Matt Chernoff over to the Fan and grew to appreciate Rude’s sense of humor.

“I have no disdain for 790,” he wrote in an email. “I just prefer 680.”

UPDATE (11:15 p.m. Friday, July 16): The number of educated and thoughtful comments we’ve gotten on this subject on a Friday evening proves 

how loyal and opinionated sports talk radio fans are. Thanks!

UPDATE (2:58 p.m. Saturday,  July 17): Steak wasn’t happy about this story, mostly the reference to the cumulative average audience of 94,900. 

He wanted me to do at least a three-month average. That’s 127,300. The Fan’s three-month average? 297,867. And for folks wondering what the 

Monday announcement on the Fan will be, it’s the Hawks moving from the Zone to 99X with the Fan picking up pre and post game analysis. 

Join my Facebook fan page and Twitter.
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